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AN ADAPTABLE SPACECRAFT TELEMETRY SYSTEM

MARVIN S. MAXWELL
JOSEPH R. SILVERMAN

EUGENE A. CZARCINSKI
Goddard Space Flight Center

Greenbelt, Maryland

Summary    Because of the limitations of hardwired telemetry systems, existing
spacecraft are denied the capability of revising their sampling structure, their sampling
rates, or the experiments and/or test points to be sampled. A centralized system to
provide these capabilities is described in this paper. This system is called the Flexible
Automatic Computer Telemetry System (FACTS). As initially conceived, the FACTS,
through the use of a stored program, will be able to sample a large number of channels
with great flexibility in sampling rates, sampling structure and the selection of
experiments and/or test points.

This paper outlines the basic spacecraft and ground station system and illustrates the
flexibility which can be achieved with it. Selected diagrams are given along with a
description of the operation of the various units in the system.

Introduction    As the current generation of satellites and their missions increase in
complexity, the limitations imposed by fixed data-handling systems become more severe.
The restrictions of these hardwired systems are numerous and have constrained
spacecraft engineers to design data-handling systems to meet specific requirements. This
has resulted in units which cannot adapt to or be modified readily to meet either
changing orbital conditions or varying data requirements necessitated by more
sophisticated mission objectives. This design limitation has been reflected into the
operational aspects of the spacecraft. The data analyst and experimenter can receive data
only from preselected points, without the option of changing the sampling rates or
sequence, or of adjusting the data-handling system for changes in spacecraft conditions
and/or experimenters’ requirements.

Hardwired sampling shows further limitations in light of the current tendency toward a
“family” of spacecraft built with the same basic configuration but accommodating a
variety of experiments. With many current satellites it is necessary to modify the data-
handling system for each new experiment to be carried. A data-handling system which
could be adapted, with only minor changes, to a family of spacecraft would be a versatile



1 Several approaches have been made to the problem of designing an adaptable spacecraft
telemetry system. The major operational differences between these systems and FACTS is in the
amount of ground control available and the degree of hardwire used in the system. In the design
of FACTS the effort has been concentrated on a system with maximum flexibility, and to a
certain extent the number of routines of which FACTS is capable is limited only by the ground
station operator’s ingenuity.

2 Nimbus is an earth-oriented meteorological satellite which contains several types of sensors.
Among these are: an Advanced Vidicon Camera System (AVCS) to provide TV pictures of cloud
cover. A High Resolution Infrared Radiometer (HRIR) for nighttime cloud cover pictures, an
Automatic Picture Transmission (APT) System, to provide direct video readout to low cost
ground stations, and a Medium Resolution Infrared Radiometer (MRIR) for continuous IR cloud
coverage. For more details see NASA Technical Note D-1422, ‘The Nimbus Spacecraft and Its
Communications System as of September 1961" by Dr. R. A. Stampfl.

There are no definite plans to use FACTS on Nimbus, however, Nimbus is used as an
example since the authors are familiar with this spacecraft.

design tool. In addition, it would be most desirable to have a single system which could
handle both experiment and housekeeping telemetry data. This would reduce the amount
of equipment normally required to handle spacecraft data, and correspondingly decrease
the size, weight, power, and design time required.

This paper presents the design of an adaptable new1 spacecraft system which will
provide the flexibility now lacking in hardwired data-handling devices. Through the use
of a small special-purpose control computer and various computer programs, this unit
will serve as a central control and collection point for the data and telemetry channels on
the satellite. Therefore, it will allow the sampling of many of the lower rate experiments
and the basic spacecraft information, plus all of the housekeeping telemetry, to be
controlled by a single system. Furthermore, this system would provide a means for
varying the sampling rate of any point or experiment channel and/or changing the
sampling sequence, thereby allowing new points to be sampled, old points eliminated, or
the sampling sequence itself changed.

This system, called FACTS (Flexible Automatic Computer Telemetry System) is
designed to replace present fixed-point telemetry systems plus certain associated
hardware for the satellite experiments. This paper presents the design of the system,
including an explanation of the operation of the overall spacecraft portion of FACTS
along with a detailed description of the control computer section. A brief discussion of
the proposed ground station is also included.

Basic Concept    The basic concept and advantages of this system can be illustrated by
comparing it with an existing hardwired telemetry system such as that used in Nimbus.2



Figure 1 shows the PCM/TM system now in use on the family of Nimbus spacecraft. By
comparing this with Figure 2 it can readily be seen that the spacecraft equipment can be
simplified while retaining and expanding the present capabilities. In addition to retaining
these capabilities, FACTS is adaptable to changing conditions not achievable in hardwire
systems. Several typical examples and advantages of FACTS are given below:

1. Sampling Rates:  Within the basic frame rate constraint, the sampling rates of the
different experiments can be increased or decreased in order to provide various
degrees of resolution. At present, rates up to 5 KC (without a basic design change)
are believed to be achievable. However, for illustration, the example given in this
paper employs a sampling rate of 1.024KC, as might be employed in the Nimbus
spacecraft.

2. Sampling Points: The sampling of any particular telemetry point or points may be
increased during certain critical phases of satellite operational life and/or testing
phases (e.g. , power balance and attitude control gas consumption during initial
orbits) . This permits intensive observation of specific points during these phases
with a return to normal sampling as the period of interest passes. Thus a problem
is eliminated that is inherent in hardwired systems: whether to sample
continuously more points than necessary, with a resulting increase in system
complexity, size, weight, power, etc., or use a lower sampling rate with a
corresponding reduction in the amount of information obtained during these
critical periods.

3. Sampling Sequence: In accordance with 1 and 2 above, the system provides the
ability to select new points to be sampled, to eliminate old points, and to change
the sampling sequence. This provides an optimum system to obtain the telemetry
and/or experimental data required.

4. Reprogramming: The system can be reprogrammed to utilize the portions of the
telemetry frame which may become available through experiment failure.

5. Program Control: The aforementioned reprogramming can be done either through
external ground control or internal spacecraft control.

6. Memory Capacity: The system contains a memory of sufficient capacity to store
up to three separate and distinct operational programs.

7. Tape Recorder: A method of employing a variable speed tape recorder will
provide either 1 or 4-orbit storage capability and yet retain the same sampling
rates of essential information.



3 These terms are given for purposes of illustration. Suitable changes can be made to adapt
FACTS for the particular spacecraft on which it is to be used.

4 These values are used for sync, frame identification, program identification, etc.

8. Equipment Reduction: Certain equipment, such as the experiment tape recorders
and associated electronics, is eliminated. These would be replaced by the FACTS
variable speed tape recorder.

9. Versatility: The system provides sufficient versatility to be used as a basic data-
handling system for a variety of telemetry and experiment inputs.

Spacecraft System Description    In its operation as a centralized telemetry system,
FACTS incorporates a digital computer to control the various functions of the data
system. Before the actual operation of the system can be described, it will be necessary
to define the following terms.3 A frame will be used in the conventional telemetry sense.
A minor frame consists of 128 9-bit words. The minor frame rate is 8 per second which
gives a sampling rate of 1024 points per second. A major frame will occur once every 16
seconds, or after all “housekeeping” points have been sampled. Therefore, one major
frame equals 128 minor frames. The term program is also used in the conventional
computer sense in that a group of stored commands will be used to generate a frame.

The heart of FACTS is a special-purpose digital computer. Figure 3 gives a simplified
block diagram of the overall system. This diagram can be broken into three parts: The
Control Computer, the Output Register and the Gating Unit.

The control computer, through its internal stored program, will supply a word in the
output register for each particular channel or value4 required within a frame. This word is
transferred from the output register to the gating unit. The gating unit, upon receipt of
this word, will open a gate to allow the proper channel to be read into the frame
structure. It will also be possible to read a value directly from computer memory into the
frame structure. The external inputs allow the temporary storage of experiment or
telemetry data in memory. New programs from the ground station will also be entered
through this unit.

There are three different word structures used in the system.

1. INSTRUCTION WORD (9 Bits):  This instruction or command word is typical of
those used in computer programs. It will contain both operation and address fields.
The control computer executes the program to produce control words in the output
register.



2. CONTROL WORD (9 Bits): These words control the operation of the gating unit,
and cause it to insert into the frame structure either a word from memory or a
reading from an experiment or TM channel. These words are defined to be of two
types:
A. Data Control Words (9 Bits) control the output of analog or digital data.
B. Value Control Words (8 Bits) are a direct readout of computer memory into

the frame structure of such constants as program identification,
synchronization words, etc.

3. DATA WORDS: These are words which make up the final telemetry stream:  sync
words, identification words, sensory information words, system performance
monitor words, etc.

Operation of the entire FACTS spacecraft system is shown in Figure 4. Programs and
commands for program selection will be entered into the control computer section (C)
through the command system (A). An additional program. selection capability will be
made through an experiment status input (B) .

The ability to command FACTS either through ground control or experiment status adds
significantly to the flexibility of the system. Ground control is, of course, simply
commanding the system “manually” during an acquisition pass. Experiment status
control will allow the system to adapt automatically to changing conditions (e.g.,
spacecraft day or night operation) by selecting the optimum operational program. A
periodic check of the external input will inspect the experiment status to see if the
program should be changed.

After the programs have been stored in the control computer section and the proper
routine selected, either by ground or experiment status command, the computer will
commence cycling through the program. Each partic ular instruction sequence within the
program will read a word into the minor frame structure through the analog and digital
gate section (D). These words will be of the types previously defined. An A/D convertor
(E) is included as part of the gating section to digitize analog signals.

Information from the gating system will be both transmitted in a real time mode via the
Beacon transmitter, and stored on a variable speed digital tape recorder.

The real time transmission system (F) will enable data to be received continuously
(during playback of stored information). It will also allow TM (and small portions of
data) to be received in case of failure o the primary system. The serial bit stream from the
Gating Unit will be multiplexed with time code and then transmitted by a PCM-AM 350-
mw Beacon transmitter.



The primary system (G) will employ the 750 KC bandwidth S-band transmitter. The data
will be stored on a variable speed tape recorder with a normal recording speed of 2 ips.
This will provide one orbit storage. A four to one speed reduction capability is planned
to give the recorder a four orbit storage capacity. If full resolution of some selected
channels must be maintained, FACTS may be reprogrammed to achieve this within the
new 1024/4=256 samples/sec.

The recorder is played back at 60 ips and fed into the multiplexer where it is combined
with the AVCS video information. The total transmission bandwidth required by FACTS
at the 1.024 KC sampling rate will be approximately 300 KC. The transmission time of
four minutes is well within average spacecraft acquisition times.

Control Computer Description    The major subsystem of FACTS is a small, special
purpose, single address, fixed word length computer. This computer operates on the
words within a stored program to generate the necessary outputs for a specific mode of
operation. Up to three operational programs, plus those routines which are necessary for
the control of the computer, can be stored in the memory.

Word Formats in the Computer    According to their use and purpose, the words in the
computer have various formats. All words are nine bits in length, although some of these
bits may not be used. The formats used in the computer are:

A program, as stored in the computer memory, is composed of a list of Type A and Type
B instruction words. Two types of instruction words are used to limit the total word
length required by the computer. The additional space provided by the two different



formats allows for future expansion of the instruction list (Appendix I). In the Type A
format, the c field specifies the instruction to be executed and the m field specifies a
location in the Scratch Pad portion of the memory. In the Type B format, the first three
bits are used to designate that a Type B Instruction is to be executed and the other six
bits define the actual instruction. The functions of the Data Control and Value Control
Words have been previously defined.

Computer Memory    The 1024 word computer memory is composed of two 512 word
sections where each section consists of one or more functional segments (Figure 5). A
memory of this size requires an address of ten bits to specify a single memory location.
Since the computer uses words having only nine bits, an extra bit must be supplied.
Thus, the memory is divided into Sections A and B where an auxiliary tenth bit (supplied
by the Bit Register) will specify a section. Therefore, to address a location in the 1024
word memory, the Bit Register specifies which 512 word section is to be used and the
other nine bits define a location within that section.

A further division of the memory into functional segments is done to facilitate normal
operation and to limit errors during the read/write cycle of the computer. Three different
types of functional segments are used the RO, the NDRO and the Scratch Pad. The RO
(Read Only) segment contains those programs which can never be changed and,
therefore, require a read only capability. The NDRO (Non Destructive Read Out)
segment is used to limit errors during normal operation of the computer and will be
modified only when new programs (or program alterations) are sent to FACTS by
Ground Command. The write cycle in this segment is permitted only upon Ground
Command. The final segment, called the Scratch Pad, will have full read/write
capabilities. The Scratch Pad is the working memory of the computer and is used for
temporary storage by the operational programs.

Registers and Gating    In order to accomplish the various instructions, the computer is
composed of a number of registers and gating networks, as illustrated in Figure 6. The
following is a description of each of these units:

1. The Address Register (AR) contains the location (address) of the operand(s) of the
current instruction.

2. The Instruction Counter (IC) contains the address of tile next instruction in the
program. This counter keeps track of where the computer is in the program.

3. The Instruction Register (IR) contains the code for the instruction being executed.
4. The Input-Output Register (I-O) is a buffer register through which a word must

pass when being written into or read out of the memory. It also provides temporary
storage during the execution of certain instructions.

5. The T Register (T) is used for temporary storage of operands while the computer is
executing an instruction.



6. The Output Register (O) is a temporary storage register and will store the Data
Control Word or the Value Control Word generated on the program step. This
output is either inserted directly into a minor frame or used as a control for the
Gating Unit.

7. The Bit Register (B) is an auxiliary register which specifies the External Input to
be used, supplies the tenth bit which defines the section in memory to be
addressed, and specifies the sampling rate.

8. The External Inputs (EI) are a network of gates through which experiment status,
ground command status, reprogramming information and digitized outputs may
enter the computer. The specific input is selected by the contents of the Bit
Register.

9. The Comparison Network (CN) compares the contents of the T Register with the
contents of the Input-Output Register for equality.

10. The Control Unit (CU) decodes the contents of the Instruction Register and
supplies the necessary pulses and/or levels to the various register and gating
networks so that the instruction defined by the contents of the Instruction Register
may be performed.

Central Gating Bus    In order to facilitate the transfer of information from one register
to another, the computer contains a Central Gating Bus which can transfer the contents
of any register into any other register (or back into the original register) . In addition,
through the use of this gating bus, a +1 may be added to the contents of any register
during transfer. For simplicity of the diagram, this unit has not been illustrated.
However, it may be visualized as connecting all registers and gating networks.

Programs    Stored in the computer memory are the necessary control routines and a
number of operational programs used to generate the Data Control Words and the Value
Control Words. Some of these programs are:

1. Operational Program Type 1.
2. Operational Program Type 2.
3. Operational Program Type 3.
4. Program Selection Routine.
5. Reprogramming Routine.
6. Memory Contents Read-out Routine (check).
7. Ci Subroutine.
8. Di Subroutine.

The functions of most of the programs and routines listed above are self-evident from
their names. Operational Program Types 1 , 2, and 3 will generate three different minor
frame structures. The Program Selection Routine determines which program is to be
executed from information supplied by experiment status and/or ground command status.



The Reprogramming Routine directs the reprogramming of the memory with new
routines supplied from the ground. The Memory Contents Read-Out Routine provides a
direct readout of the memory into a minor frame structure for ground station verification
purposes. The Ci Subroutine and the Di Subroutine employed for subcommutated
channels are more complex and are explained in the following paragraphs.

Ci and Di Subroutines    The majority of the Data Control Words generated by the
computer are for sampling the high rate experiment channels However, a necessity exists
for generating low sampling rate control words used in the housekeeping telemetry
information. The purpose of the Ci and Di Subroutines is to generate these low rate Data
Control Words with the use of relatively few memory locations.

For purposes of illustration, the requirements of the Nimbus spacecraft telemetry system
have been used. Two types of sampling rates are required for Nimbus: 64 channels
repeated twice every second and 512 channels repeated once every sixteen seconds. To
implement this, two types of “ill sequences are used - the Ci and the Di . The C Sequence
executes 32 cycles per major frame (128 minor frames) generating 64 Data Control
Words per cycle. The Di Sequence executes 1 cycle per major frame and generates 512
Data Control Words per cycle. Each of these sequences requires a different subroutine.

The generation of the Data Control Words for each “i” sequence requirestwolocations in
the Scratch Pad Memory. The first location contains the current word to be generated.
The second location contains a limit value which is tested for equality with the contents
of the first location during each cycle of the subroutine. If the two codes are not equal,
the computer proceeds to output the current Control Word, increment the current Control
Word by 1, and then jump back to the main program at the point where it exited. If they
are equal, the computer outputs the current Control Word but then proceeds to a third
location in the Scratch Pad Memory where the address of the next series of Data Control
Words to be generated is located. The computer loads the Scratch Pad Memory with the
new “data” for the next series in the sequence and then jumps back to the main program.
Each cycle of an “i” sequence subroutine generates one DataControl Word and a
subroutine is called for only on command from the main program. Thus, each call for an
“i” sequence subroutine by an operational program produces one Data Control Word. In
this manner, large numbers of Data Control Words are generated using only a limited
number of memory locations. An example of the data necessary to generate the Data
Control Words is illustrated in Figure 7.

Program Execution    In operation, the computer first executes the Program Selection
Routine. This determines which of the various programs is to be executed. If the
Reprogramming Routine is to be performed, the computer jumps to this routine. From
the ground station, the computer then receives both the new “data” and the addresses)
where the new “data” is to be placed. The computer converts this data from serial to



parallel form and loads it into the memory. When all of the new “data” has been loaded
into the memory, the computer jumps back to the Program Selection Routine.

The Program Selection Routine then determines the next program to be executed.
Provided that an operational program is to be executed, the proper program is then
initiated. The operational program generates the Data Control Words and the Value
Control Words for the desired minor frame format. Each execution of an operational
program will generate one minor frame. The computer will recycle through this program
until one major frame (128 minor frames) has been generated. At this time, the computer
will jump back to the Program Selection Routine to determine the next program to be
executed (either the same operational program or another program).

Sampling Rate, Execution Time, Sampling Rate Limitations    Prior to any discussion
of sampling rate, some assumptions must be made concerning memory cycle time and
propagation delay time. For the logic envisioned, these times are roughly 12 Fsec per
memory cycle, and 100 nsec delay per stage. This leads to a maximum sampling rate of
approximately 1.6 KC, which is more than adequate for a great majority of spacecraft
systems. The sampling rate of the Nimbus example, for instance, is only 1.024 KC. For a
nominal increase in size, weight and power, the maximum sampling rate can be increased
to approximately 5.0 KG by double-ranking the output register; this would increase the
sampling rate by averaging several long and short instruction sequences over several
sampling periods. Another method of increasing the sampling rate is shown in the
section entitled “Video Option.” Any further increase in the sampling rate will
necessitate a substantial increase in hardware and power and a major redesign of the
system since the execution time of an instruction is limited by the number of memory
cycles involved. With the present system the average instruction execution time is 2
memory cycles (24 Fsec) and the maximum execution time is 5 memory cycles (60
Fsec). However, since a number of instructions are needed at times to generate a Data
Control Word or a Value Control Word, the maximum number of instructions necessary
to be performed in sequence limits the sampling rate. For the programs that have been
written thus far, this maximum is 22 instructions.

An important requirement of the experiments and test points is that they be sampled at an
even rate. However, the generation of a control word by the computer may consume
short or long periods of time. It is for this reason that the “WAIT” feature has been
incorporated into the computer. After a control word is generated, the computer goes into
an idle mode of operation and holds the current control word as an output until sampling
has been completed by the Gating Unit. This is accomplished by having the Bit Register
control a digital oscillator to generate tile various sampling rates required by the
different modes of operation. Thus, even-sampling is accomplished although control
words are not generated at an even rate.



Video Option    Modifications can be implemented in FACTS to provide video rate data
capability. For example, a proposed Nimbus APT Video System, generating 3200 four-
bit characters per second, is used. The modification would group these into two
characters per output word so that the effective sampling rate of the video data would be
1600 words per second. In order to control the sampling, the basic sampling rate within a
frame must be increased to 3200 words per second thereby producing a frame in which
every other word would be video data. Alternate words would contain both the other data
to be sampled and the various control words (frame sync, frame identification words, ID
counters, etc.). An example of the resulting frame is shown below:

This modification is primarily concerned with the output unit of the computer (Figure 6).
Where the basic FACTS uses only one output register the video rate option employs a
more complex subsystem with additional registers, counters, and logic networks. This
modification will load the output register with one of two alternatives: either the video
gate selection code or the gate selection code generated by the computer. The video gate
selection code is stored in a separate register. Thus, although the sampling rate has been
increased, the speed of the computer has not been increased.

It should be emphasized that although video data has been used in the example, this
option is not restricted to handling video data. It would be advantageous to use this
modification with any high rate data channel that consumes a major portion of the
telemetry frame.

The Gating Unit    Although the computer section of FACTS controls sampling, it is the
Gating Unit which does the sampling. This subsystem consists of a large gating network
which allows one of many inputs to be selected. Since the longest word that the
computer may generate is 9 bits, selection of any one of 512 distinct inputs is possible.
These 512 possible inputs can be divided into two classes: digital and analog. For
compatibility, all outputs of the Gating are in a digital serial bit stream form. Thus, an
Analog to Digital Converter must be a part of the Gating Unit.

For the digital inputs, both parallel bit structures and serial bit structures are handled by
the Gating Unit. However, since a serial output is required, parallel inputs are converted
to serial form. Serial inputs are simply selected and gated to the Tape Recorder Buffer
and the Telemetry Link.

A special case arises in the selection of the input for the sync words, frame ID words,
etc. These words are generated by the computer and only one gate structure is used in



common by all of these words. A “tenth bit” is added to the output unit to designate this
type of word and to select the proper gate.

Similarly, the analog gating can be divided into two types. The first is used where the
signal to be measured is referenced to ground whereas the second type is used for signals
referenced to some voltage other than a ground potential. In both cases, the analog signal
is converted into a digital bit stream which is gated into the Tape Recorder Buffer and
the Telemetry Link.

To facilitate wiring and to limit wiring lengths, a distributed gating network may be
employed. Gating will be grouped into two, three, or four packages; each gating package
will be located near those experiments or test points that it serves. In addition, some of
the control Logic for the gating unit will be included in each package. Thus,
interconnection wiring will be kept to a minimum.

Size, Weight, and Power    An estimate of size, weight, and power requirements for the
FACTS is given below:

Size Weight Power
1500 cu. in. 40 lbs. 11.0 w.

A slight disadvantage of the system may be in the modest increase in size and weight
over conventional TM systems. This increase must be weighed quite carefully against the
savings which can be achieved through the elimination of tape recorders, transmitters,
etc. , now required by the various experiments. It should also be noted that additional
penalties are incurred (e.g., wider bandwith) for systems which require high sampling
rates .

Reliability    Because of the “building block approach” which has been taken in the
design of FACTS, the high reliability necessary in centralized systems can be achieved.
The approach to increase reliability will be one of subsystem duplication, rather than
internal redundancy (Figure 8).

Ground Station    The ground station must be capable of processing the received RF
signal into a usable form. To accomplish this, a system such as shown in Figure 9 would
be employed. RF data received from the spacecraft will be demultiplexed and both stored
on a magnetic tape, and processed in real time.

Real time processing (which is also applicable to the stored data) will be performed as
follows. After bit and frame sync have been detected, the serial bit stream will be
reconverted into a parallel word format. These words will be assembled in a 2 (minor)



frame buffer in the decommutation and control computer. This computer, under control
of a program that is essentially an inverse of the spacecraft program, will operate on the
data to decommutate it into the various channels.

Several output devices will be controlled by this computer. A D/A converter and
appropriate recording devices are provided for that data on which direct analog
representation is required. A buffered output is also provided for the storage of selected
data channels on magnetic tape. The third output of the control computer will be to a
telemetry housekeeping computer. The housekeeping computer will operate upon the
telemetry to convert it into a format suitable for spacecraft performance analysis.
Additional outputs are provided for the storage of processed telemetry data, either for
future spacecraft analysis, or for utilization in the processing and calibration of
experiment data.

The implementation of such a ground system is relatively straightforward, and
commercial equipment is available to provide the outputs in the formats required.

Conclusion    The system design presented embodies existing techniques into a new
approach for integrating many spacecraft functions into a package. The flexibility of
FACTS allows the spacecraft designer greater freedom in the design of spacecraft. In
addition, the analysis of data and “troubleshooting” of spacecraft problems will be
facilitated, since the data analyst and/or experimenter is no longer restricted to a limited
number of hardwired sensory points.

FACTS, as shown, is most applicable to the more complex satellites such as Nimbus.
However, with suitable alterations FACTS can be employed on virtually any spacecraft.

Appendix I    The command repertoire of the computer subsystem is similar to those
used in other computers. There is a restriction in that the computer has the ability to add
only +1 to the contents of any register. The command list includes conventional
commands such as: transfering the contents of one register into another register,
incrementing (adding +1 to) the contents of a register, masking the contents of a register,
clearing a register, and a Conditional Jump-On Equal. In addition to these commands,
the command list includes the following Special Commands. (In these commands, the
address m is the address of a location in the Scratch Pad portion of memory and the
address k is the address of the instruction currently being executed.)



Name Mnemonic Comments

Gate GO Contents of Memory Location m to
Out Output Register as a Data Control

Word. WAIT for System Sampling.

Value VO Contents of Memory Location m to
Out Output Register as a Value Control

Word. WAIT for System Sampling.

NDRO to TRS Transfers the Contents of Memory
Scratch Pad Location whose Address is located

in Memory Location k +1 to Memory
Location m.

Unconditional JMSR Transfer k + 1 into Memory Location
Jump and Set m as Return Address. Jump to Ad-
Up Return dress contained in Location m + 1.

Shift T SHFT Shift Contents of T Register One Bit
Register to Position to Left. A shift is accom-
Left plished each time this command is

given.



Fig. 1 -Present Nimbus Spacecraft.



Fig. 2-Possible Nimbus Configuration Employing FACTS.



Fig. 3-FACTS Unit.

Fig. 4-Spacecraft Portion of the Flexible Automatic computer Telemetry System.



Fig. 5-Symbolic Representation of the Computer Memory.

Fig. 6-Data Flow in the FACTS Computer.



Fig. 7-Example of the “i” Sequence.

Fig. 8-Redundancy Configuration.



Fig. 9-Ground Station Portion of the Flexible Automatic
Computer Telemetry System.


